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ChiRunning
“Welcome to what will undoubtedly be a whole new level of athleticperformance.”—Mark Allen, sixtime winner of the Hawaii Ironman.
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The Runner's Expert Guide to Stretching
Advises runners on why they get hurt, what types of injuries occur from running, how to avoid
accidents, and discusses treatment and recovery from dozens of painful problems

Neurorhetorics
From the authors of the bestselling Chi Running, a game-changing training guide for injury-free long
distance running. In Chi Marathon, Danny Dreyer, creator of the revolutionary ChiRunning program,
highly respected running coach, and accomplished distance runner, takes a whole-body approach to longdistance running—much like T’ai Chi—making ease and efficiency of movement the prime goal of one’s
training. Chi Marathon is the first book to focus not on building stamina first (though that is covered
here) but on how to run all those miles without harming your body. A staggering 80 to 90 percent of
marathoners face injuries during their training. This book debunks the myth that marathoners need to
push through and beyond pain, and presents a technique-based plan for pain- and injury-free, highperformance half and full marathons. Chi Marathon also shows how to improve your performance by
developing your own race-specific training plan tailored to your event, and will help you cross the finish
line feeling strong no matter your age, body type, or running ability. -Run a marathon or half marathon
free of pain and injury -Transform your racing with the training triad: form, conditioning, and mastery
-Tap into your chi, an energy source more powerful and enduring than muscles -Teach your mind and
body to work together as a team and master your event This is the book that distance runners have been
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waiting for. With Chi Marathon you can enjoy the run and feel confident no matter the distance.

Running Doc's Guide to Healthy Running
Running is America’s most popular participatory sport, yet more than half of those who identify as
runners get injured every year. Falling prey to injuries from overtraining, faulty form, poor eating, and
improper footwear, many runners eventually, and reluctantly, abandon the sport for a less strenuous
pastime. But for the first time in the United States, Hiroaki Tanaka’s Slow Jogging demonstrates that
there is an efficient, healthier, and pain-free approach to running for all ages and lifestyles. Tanaka’s
method of easy running, or “slow jogging,” is an injury-free approach to running that helps participants
burn calories, lose weight, and even reverse the effects of Type-2 diabetes. With easy-to-follow steps
and colorful charts, Slow Jogging teaches runners to enjoy injury-free activity by: • Maintaining a
smiling, or niko niko in Japanese, pace that is both easy and enjoyable • Landing on mid-foot, instead of
on the heel • Choosing shoes with thin, flexible soles and no oversized heel • Aiming for a pace of 180
steps per minute • And trying to find time for activity every day Accessible to runners of all fitness
levels and ages, Slow Jogging will inspire thousands more Americans to take up running and will
change the way that avid runners hit the pavement.

Slow Jogging
Discover the hard science that will help you run faster, endure for longer, and avoid injury. Analyze your
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running style and learn how to enhance your gait for optimum efficiency and safety. Transform your
performance with exercises targeting strength, flexibility, and recovery - each exercise annotated to
reveal the muscle mechanics so you know you're getting it right. Understand the science behind your
body's energy systems and how to train to maximize energy storage and conversion. Follow training and
exercise programs tailored to different abilities and distances, from 5K to marathon. Whether you are
new to running or an experienced runner, this book will help you achieve your goals and stay injuryfree.

Runner's Fix
Running Repairs is a handbook for everyone who runs - from those training for a one-off charity event,
through those who run to keep fit to experienced club runners who regularly race. A recent Runner's
World magazine survey revealed that over 80 per cent of runners have experienced an injury and that
avoiding injury or recovering from injury is the main worry for nearly every runner. This will be the first
book to specifically address these concerns. Written by an experienced physiotherapist and recreational
marathon runner, Running Repairs is written in two parts: Part one - covers a series of strengthening and
flexibility exercises designed to be incorporated within any running schedule, designed to help prevent
injury in the first place. Part two - covers the most common running injuries and how to manage them. A
series of flowcharts helps the reader to diagnose the most likely cause of any ache and pain and
recommends a plan of action to aid recovery - from rest and ice to referral to a physiotherapist. The book
also covers basic biomechanics so that runners can understand their running style and identify the
specific injuries that are associated with that style, plus nutritional advice for recovering from injury.
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The book will be an essential reference for all runners - allowing them to treat any injuries immediately
and in many cases saving considerable amounts of money on unnecessary physiotherapy appointments
(the author estimates that about 50% of injuries that runners visit her practice with could be treated
effectively by the patient and that the vast majority of injuries could be avoided with appropriate
exercises being incorporated as part of training).

Keep Running
For a runner, injury is a terrible fate. Yet every year, nearly half of America’s runners suffer an injury
severe enough to bring them to a halt. From head to toenails, Running Doc’s Guide to Healthy Running
is the most comprehensive guide to running injuries and preventative care. Maharam offers simple,
effective treatments for every common running injury and also delivers easy-to-follow advice on the best
way to prepare for and enjoy running events of all types and distances. Trust the Running DocTM to get
you back on your feet. Lewis G. Maharam, MD, is the most trusted authority on healthy running, and his
guide will help you avoid nearly every common running-related injury. If you’re already injured,
Running Doc will help you diagnose, treat, and recover to run pain-free.

Healthy Running Step by Step
Offering current guidance from national and international experts, Clinical Care of the Runner provides
a comprehensive, practical approach to caring for the runner patient. Editor Dr. Mark A. Harrast,
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Clinical Professor of Rehabilitation Medicine and Sports Medicine and Medical Director for Husky
Stadium and the Seattle Marathon, ensures that you’re up to date with assessment, biomechanics,
musculoskeletal injuries, medical illness, training, special populations, and other key topics. Covers
general topics such as evaluation of the injured runner, on-the-field and in-office assessment, and sports
psychology for the runner. Includes biomechanics and rehabilitation chapters, including running gait
assessment, choosing a running shoe, and deep water running for prevention and rehabilitation of
running injuries. Provides expert guidance on bone stress injuries and bone health, osteoarthritis and
running, knee injuries in runners, and other musculoskeletal injuries. Features a section on specific
populations such as the novice runner, the youth runner, the peripartum runner, and the ultramarathoner.
Consolidates today’s available information and guidance into a single, convenient resource.

Run Faster from the 5K to the Marathon
The ultimate pain-to-personal-best guide to running injuries, covering prevention, detection and
rehabilitation. Runners suffer from the highest injury rates of all recreational athletes. Whether you are a
novice or elite-level runner, guide yourself through a step-by-step process of avoiding and managing
injury and get yourself safely to the start and finish lines. Written by a globally respected physiotherapist
who has worked with Olympic and World Champion athletes, Running Free of Injuries will help runners
to understand their body, identify weaknesses and develop a natural defence against injury. The book
covers the most common running injuries that occur to the foot, ankle, lower leg, hip, knee and pelvis
and includes key exercises applicable to all levels of fitness.
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The MELT Method (Enhanced Edition)
In this enhanced digital edition of The MELT Method, Sue Hitzmann shows you how to live without
pain, illustrating her MELT techniques with 20 instructional videos plus 10 audio clips, so you can listen
hands-free while you start your journey toward a pain-free body. In The MELT Method, therapist Sue
Hitzmann offers a breakthrough self-treatment system to combat chronic pain and erase the effects of
aging and active living—in as little as ten minutes a day. With a focus on the body's connective tissues
and the role they play in pain, stress, weight gain, and overall health, Hitzmann's life-changing program
features techniques that can be done in your own home. A nationally known manual therapist and
educator, Hitzmann helps her clients find relief from pain and suffering by taking advantage of the
body's natural restorative properties. The MELT Method shows you how to eliminate pain, no matter
what the cause, and embrace a happier, healthier lifestyle.

Run for Your Life
Explains why running injuries are so common, examining running form, running shoe design, and
training, and includes insights on such topics as the evolution of running, stress-related injuries, and the
advantages of barefoot running.

The Run Walk Run® Method
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The revised edition of the bestselling ChiRunning, a groundbreaking program from ultra-marathoner and
nationally-known coach Danny Dreyer, that teaches you how to run faster and farther with less effort,
and to prevent and heal injuries for runners of any age or fitness level. In ChiRunning, Danny and
Katherine Dreyer, well-known walking and running coaches, provide powerful insight that transforms
running from a high-injury sport to a body-friendly, injury-free fitness phenomenon. ChiRunning
employs the deep power reserves in the core muscles, an approach found in disciplines such as yoga,
Pilates, and T’ai Chi. ChiRunning enables you to develop a personalized exercise program by blending
running with the powerful mind-body principles of T’ai Chi: 1. Get aligned. Develop great posture and
reduce your potential for injury while running, and make knee pain and shin splints a thing of the past. 2.
Engage your core. Shift the workload from your leg muscles to your core muscles, for efficiency and
speed. 3. Add relaxation to your running. Learn to focus your mind and relax your body to increase
speed and distance. 4. Make it a Mindful Practice. Maintain high performance and make running a
mindful, enjoyable life-long practice. 5. It’s easy to learn. Transform your running with the ten-step
ChiRunning training program.

Tread Lightly
The first running book by a leading pioneering running doctor and athlete, creator of the Air Force's
Efficient Running program--the result of more than three decades of study, practice, and science that
shows us in clearly illustrated and accessible text how easy it is to run efficiently and injury-free,
whether you're in your twenties, sixties, or seventies--for beginning runners and experienced
marathoners. In Run for Your Life, Dr. Mark Cucuzzella explains the simple mechanics of how our
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bodies have evolved and adapted to run. Despite our natural ability and our human need to run, each
year more than half of all runners suffer injuries. Pain and discouragement inevitably follow.
Cucuzzella's book outlines the proven, practical techniques to avoid injury and reach the goal of
personal fitness and overall health. His book--the first running book to be written by a professor of
medicine with the credibility of the Air Force behind him--gives us a straightforward, easy-to-follow
look at the anatomy, biomechanics, nutrition, and/or clinical medicine with clear drawings and blackand-white photographs. The book provides illustrated exercises designed to teach healthy running, along
with simple progressions, a weekly/monthly schedule detailing common mistakes, and cautions that
allow the reader to tailor the training regime to individual needs and abilities. With an annotated list of
videos and other innovative, book-Internet links. The proceeds from RUN FOR YOUR LIFE will go to
support Mark Cucuzzella's community work through his non-profit organization, Eastern Area Health
Education Center/Freedoms Run.

The Durable Runner
Are You Ready to Run? Is there a bridge from the injury-ridden world of the modern runner to the
promised land that barefoot running and Born to Run have led us to believe exists? Can we really live
the running life free from injury? Is there an approach designed to unlock all the athletic potential that
may be hidden within? Can we run faster, longer, and more efficiently? In a direct answer to the modern
runner’s needs, Dr. Kelly Starrett, author of the bestseller Becoming a Supple Leopard: The Ultimate
Guide to Resolving Pain, Preventing Injury, and Optimizing Athletic Performance, has focused his
revolutionary movement and mobility philosophy on the injury-plagued world of running. Despite the
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promises of the growing minimalist-shoe industry and a rush of new ideas on how to transform running
technique, more than three out of four runners suffer at least one injury per year. Although we may
indeed be “Born to Run,” life in the modern world has trashed and undercut dedicated runners wishing
to transform their running. The harsh effects of too much sitting and too much time wearing the wrong
shoes has left us shackled to lower back problems, chronic knee injuries, and debilitating foot pain. In
this book, you will learn the 12 standards that will prepare your body for a lifetime of top-performance
running. You won’t just be prepared to run in a minimalist shoe–you’ll be Ready to Run, period. In
Ready to Run, you will learn: The 12 performance standards you must work toward and develop on an
ongoing basis How to tap into all of your running potential and access a fountain of youth for lifelong
running How to turn your weaknesses into strengths How to prevent chronic overuse injuries by building
powerful injury-prevention habits into your day How to prepare your body for the demands of changing
your running shoes and running technique How to treat pain and swelling with cutting-edge modalities
and accelerate your recovery How to equip your home mobility gym A set of mobility exercises for
restoring optimal function and range of motion to your joints and tissues How to run faster, run farther,
and run better

Running Repairs
Fit to Run: The Complete Guide to Injury-Free Running has been written to help runners avoid the kinds
of injuries that disrupt training schedules and plague careers. Aimed at everyone from the complete
beginner to the experienced club runner, this book covers it all: warm-up and cool-down; stretching
exercises; technique; core stability and posture; diet and nutrition; treating injuries, and an introduction
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to current exercise science. Running remains one of the cheapest and most accessible forms of aerobic
fitness; all you need is a pair of running shoes and the courage to step out of the front door, so don't let
the fear of injury put you off. Superbly illustrated with 102 colour photographs.

You Can Run Pain Free! Revised & Expanded Edition
A no-nonsense guide for runners, trainers, and health professionals that shows how an understanding of
anatomy combined with the latest in strengthening exercises can enhance injury-free running
performance. Each time a runner's foot hits the ground, an impact force averaging three times their
weight travels through the body at more than 200 miles per hour, causing the bones to vibrate and
tendons to stretch. An average runner strikes the ground more than 10,000 times per hour, resulting in a
remarkable amount of force to the body. But the truth is those impact forces need not be as harmful as
they sound. In Injury-Free Running, Thomas C. Michaud explains how an understanding of anatomy and
biomechanics, coupled with the latest strengthening exercises and rehab protocols, can keep runners
injury free. By modifying our running form and engaging specific exercises to improve tendon
resiliency, we can learn to store and return energy more efficiently while also running faster and with
less effort. In this revised second edition, the author shows how to: * Perform an at-home gait analysis to
improve performance. * Identify problems with strength, flexibility, and/or neuromotor coordination. *
Incorporate new exercises that enhance energy storage and return it to the tendons. * Treat the 25 most
common running-related injuries with the most scientifically justified treatment protocols. * Select the
running shoe that best suits your needs. With over 40 illustrations, this book is ideal for recreational
runners, as well as physical therapists, trainers, chiropractors, and sports medicine practitioners.
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Dr. Jordan Metzl's Running Strong
I wrote this book because I wanted to share with other runners how they could avoid injury and achieve
their goals with a low-mileage approach. Prior to adopting a low-mileage approach, I was constantly
injured and burnt-out from my running. Since using a low-mileage strategy in my running, I have been
able to stay injury free and run faster than I did when I followed a higher-mileage approach.Throughout
this book, I share how you can maximize your training and reduce injuries while running fewer miles.
By listening to your body and focusing on quality workouts tailored to your event, you can improve your
performance and avoid injury.This isn't a magic formula; it's just one runner sharing his experience with
others. I can't guarantee success; I can only tell you what I've done and how it might work for you as
well. If you value your time and are willing to try an unconventional approach, you have picked the right
book.

Low-mileage Running
The ultimate stretching guide, designed to help runners of all abilities run further, avoid injuries and
achieve better times. Stretching is an incredibly important aspect of running and yet it is frequently
overlooked or poorly executed. This book details and explains all the stretches that can ease pain, build
strength and enhance running performance. Written by the globally respected physiotherapist, Paul
Hobrough, who works with Olympic and World Champion athletes, The Runner's Expert Guide to
Stretching will help runners to understand their bodies, identify weaknesses and develop a natural
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defence against injury. With easy-to-understand explanations of anatomy and physiology, and a
comprehensive directory of running stretches, runners of any age or ability will find an ideal range of
stretches, clearly organised by body part, as well as a detailed strength and conditioning programme.
With more than 2 million of us running at least once a week in the UK alone, this is the go-to guide for
every runner.

Ready to Run
Go the distance--your guide to smart, healthy running for life Love to run and want to keep at it for life?
Stay on track over the years with Keep Running, an up-to-date guide to optimizing your training and
lifestyle from your 30s onward. Learn what to expect down the road and how to stay in top form
physically and mentally, so you can continue to hit the ground running--in good health and great spirits.
Dispelling myths about running at an older age, this essential handbook shows you step-by-step how to
run for pleasure or competition as your body changes. You'll discover how to assess your form, prevent
common injuries, and cultivate emotional resilience. Updated training strategies, specialized exercises,
rest and recovery tips, diet guidelines, and other lifestyle tweaks keep you running your best. In Keep
Running, you'll find: Whole body care--Build mobility, stability, and strength with more than a dozen
exercises, including illustrations and detailed info to help you keep the correct alignment. Fuel for
life--Eat for energy and endurance with essential info on runners' nutritional needs, blood sugar tips, and
a handy chart of foods to enjoy or avoid. Mental wellness--Keep a positive mindset with expert advice
for building a morning routine, practicing gratitude, and incorporating powerful tools like yoga and
meditation. With Keep Running, there's no finish line in sight for your time as a runner!
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Injury-Free Running
Jeff‘s quest for the injury-free marathon training program led him to develop group training programs in
1978, and to author Runner‘s World articles which have been used by hundreds of thousands of runners
of all abilities. His training schedules have inspired the second wave of marathoners who follow the
Galloway RUN-WALK-RUN™, low mileage, three-day suggestions to an over 98% success rate. Jeff has
worked with over 200,000 average people in training for specific goals. Jeff is an inspirational speaker to
over 200 running and fitness sessions each year. His innovative ideas have opened up the possibility of
running and completing a marathon to almost everyone. Philosophically, Jeff believes that we were all
designed to run and walk, and he keeps finding ways to bring more people into the positive world of
exercise.

Fit To Run
For anyone who plays sports and is looking to facilitate recovery or prevent injuries Everyone who plays
sports experiences injuries. Many people never fully recover because they're not aware of what they can
do to facilitate recovery. But there's no need to simply resign yourself to "living with" a sports injury. In
The Anatomy of Sports Injuries, author Brad Walker brings years of expertise--he works with elite-level
and world-champion athletes, and lectures on injury prevention--to this how-to guide. The book takes a
fundamental approach, bringing you inside the body to show exactly what is happening when a sports
injury occurs. At the heart of The Anatomy of Sports Injuries are 350 images. This second edition
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includes updated illustrations and more anatomical information and is for every sports player or fitness
enthusiast who has been injured and would like to know what the injury involves, how to rehabilitate the
area, and how to prevent complications or injury in the future.

The Running Revolution
Running Injury-Free uses anecdotal examples from nationally acclaimed sports medicine authority and
podiatric surgeon Dr. Joseph Ellis's own patients and experiences in order to discuss injury-prevention,
treatment, and recovery. He implements a clinical approach toward treating the most common runningrelated injuries, as well as providing detailed background situations to describe how each injury can
happen, so the reader can recognize poor habits or compare training and running practices in his or her
own experience. In this updated version of the top-selling book, content relating to shoes and shoe
selection, "over the counter" treatments, orthotic techniques and materials, Piriformis Syndrome,
chiropractic medicine and acupuncture, stretching techniques, nutrition and supplements, injuries related
to minimalist runners, as well as running issues for women, children, and endurance runners will be
updated to reflect timely practices and research.

Once a Runner
From the authors of the bestselling ChiRunning comes a revolutionary program that blends the health
benefits of walking with the core principles of T’ai Chi to deliver maximum physical, mental, and
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spiritual fitness. The low-impact health benefits of walking have made it one of the most popular forms
of daily exercise. Yet few people experience all the benefits that walking can offer. In ChiWalking,
Danny and Katherine Dreyer, well-known walking and running coaches, teach the walking technique
they created that transforms walking from a mundane means of locomotion into an intensely rewarding
practice that enhances mental, emotional, and physical well-being. Similar to Pilates, yoga, and T’ai
Chi, ChiWalking emphasizes body alignment and mindfulness while strengthening the core muscles of
the body. The five mindful steps of the ChiWalking program will get anyone, regardless of age or
athletic ability, into great shape from head to toe, inside and out. 1. Get aligned. Develop great posture
and better balance. 2. Engage your core. Make back and knee pain disappear. 3. Create balance. Walk
faster, farther, and with less effort. 4. Make a choice. Choose from a menu of twelve great walks such as
the Cardio Walk, the Energizing Walk, or the Walking Meditation, to keep your exercise program fresh.
5. Move forward. Make walking any distance a mindful, enjoyable experience, whether you’re a
beginner or a seasoned walker.

Clinical Care of the Runner E-Book
Older Yet Faster (book with illustrations and photos, and online lesson and exercise videos) is a manual
for teaching runners how to transition to efficient running and to help them to avoid incurring almost all
of the common running injuries as they do so. It is ideal for beginners to learn how to run well and for
experienced runners to changeover to good technique. Coaches can also use this book as a reference on
how to implement technique change for their clients, and we expect it to become the go-to manual for
medical professionals, to help them deal with running related injuries caused by bad technique and
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footwear. After learning how injuries are caused and then gaining a good understanding of running
technique in the early chapters you will be prepared to read about our technique-change system which
we call "OYF Running". This consists of "Keith's Lessons" used in combination with "Heidi's
Strengthening Exercises" and forms the main body of the book." Keith shows you how to run efficiently
in a simple, step-by-step guide both in the book and with videos. Each Lesson provides exercises set out
in a format which is both easy to understand and implement. The first three lessons teach you the basics
of running correctly and the last three help you put these into practice and help you to refine your
technique over the period of your transition. This program is set up so that runners can teach themselves
in conjunction with the online videos and forum.Heidi's Strengthening Exercises consists of a wellordered series of exercises which will help your body safely adjust to the redistribution of the workload
and are essential to rebuild parts of the body which have been neglected due to poor technique. It should
be started as soon as possible, in order to build strength and to deal with the resultant muscle and tendon
soreness that you will start to experience. We identify specific injuries and how they are caused and we
show how by improving running technique, and re-strengthening these injuries are quickly cured.
Podiatrists will find Heidi's experiences and advice particularly interesting, especially as they will
almost certainly, be in conflict with what is still taught in universities. Chapters Twelve and Thirteen,
'Managing the changes' and 'Rehabilitation', explain what should happen during the transition and what
to do should you get injured, or if you are currently injured. Chapter Fourteen is very important as you
must have suitable footwear to run with good technique. There is then a chapter on how your body shape
will change as you adopt your new technique and a chapter on general tips and traps a list of commonly
used terms, a glossary and an index.Finally, we have included three appendices: For Coaches, For
Podiatrists and a detailed look at Heidi's strengthening program. In Appendix A, Keith discusses how to
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implement his Lessons from a coach's point of view, in Appendix B, Heidi explains how she treats her
patients who are suffering with specific injuries and in Appendix C she explains her Strengthening
program in greater detail for medical professionals and interested runners.

Running on Empty
Part sport and part exercise, running boosts health, longevity, and mental well-being. However, running
is a demanding activity that can potentially tax the runner's body and mind. Therefore, possessing
durability for running--a fusion of toughness and flexibility--is desirable to enhance a runner's physical
and mental experience. This book--the first of its kind to combine corrective exercise, self-myofascial
release, and yoga--empowers runners with measures to avoid unnecessary pain, injury, and burnout. It is
a comprehensive guide to creating a simple and efficient system of personalized supplemental training in
which runners learn to identify and address areas of imbalance and overuse. These training methods
increase strength, stability, mobility, and resiliency, and require as little as 15 minutes per day to
implement. (For each technique, the author has produced a video, and live links are included in the
enhanced ebook edition.) Runners can decrease the risk of injury, improve running performance, and
maintain joint health. The result: a more durable body and mind that will support your running--and your
life--for years to come.

Injury-Free Running, Second Edition
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In academia, as well as in popular culture, the prefix "neuro-" now occurs with startling frequency.
Scholars now publish research in the fields of neuroeconomics, neurophilosophy, neuromarketing,
neuropolitics, and neuroeducation. Consumers are targeted with enhanced products and services, such as
brain-based training exercises, and babies are kept on a strict regimen of brain music, brain videos, and
brain games. The chapters in this book investigate the rhetorical appeal, effects, and implications of this
prefix, neuro-, and carefully consider the potential collaborative work between rhetoricians and
neuroscientists. Drawing on the increasingly interdisciplinary nature of rhetorical study, Neurorhetorics
questions how discourses about the brain construct neurological differences, such as mental illness or
intelligence measures. Working at the nexus of rhetoric and neuroscience, the authors explore how to
operationalize rhetorical inquiry into neuroscience in meaningful ways. They account for the production,
dissemination, and appeal of neuroscience research findings, revealing what rhetorics about the brain
mean for contemporary public discourse. This book was originally published as a special issue of
Rhetoric Society Quarterly.

Run to the Finish
Have you ever wondered if it is truly possible to run pain and injury free? Do you yearn for the day that
you will be able to enjoy the many benefits that running brings by running pain and injury free? Sadly,
many runners hold an inherent yet often unspoken belief that running pain and injury free is impossible.
Many runners believe that if you run far enough and for long enough, injury will be the inevitable result.
In this revised edition of You CAN Run Pain Free! A physio's 5 step guide to enjoying injury-free and
faster running readers will discover how to both prevent and overcome running injuries, and go on to
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enjoy new levels of exercise pain and injury free, and ultimately faster running. Written by a highly
successful physiotherapist and an accomplished triathlete and runner, this book offers runners of all
levels hope that it is indeed possible to run pain and injury free. This book is written for any runner who:
is seeking to proactively prevent injuries is currently injured and looking to return to running has been
previously injured and never made a return to running is not concerned about injury prevention or
rehabilitation but just wants to get faster.

Science of Running
The undisputed classic of running novels and one of the most beloved sports books ever published, Once
a Runner tells the story of an athlete’s dreams amid the turmoil of the 60s and the Vietnam war. Inspired
by the author’s experience as a collegiate champion, the novel follows Quenton Cassidy, a competitive
runner at fictional Southeastern University whose lifelong dream is to run a four-minute mile. He is less
than a second away when the turmoil of the Vietnam War era intrudes into the staid recesses of his
school’s athletic department. After he becomes involved in an athletes’ protest, Cassidy is suspended
from his track team. Under the tutelage of his friend and mentor, Bruce Denton, a graduate student and
former Olympic gold medalist, Cassidy gives up his scholarship, his girlfriend, and possibly his future to
withdraw to a monastic retreat in the countryside and begin training for the race of his life against the
greatest miler in history. A rare insider’s account of the incredibly intense lives of elite distance runners,
Once a Runner is an inspiring, funny, and spot-on tale of one individual’s quest to become a champion.
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Chi Marathon
No pain-maximum gain. More than half of all runners in the U.S. are sidelined at least once a year
because of an injury. Many others run through the pain that starts to surface as they age - the result of
years of bad posture, joint and muscle stiffness and poor running mechanics. This guide provides readers
with a holistic approach to preventing injuries and getting rid of nagging pains. In it, readers learn how
to increase flexibility, calibrate muscle strength, pick the right shoes, break bad habits, and more-all
while improving distance and efficiency.

Running Injury-Free
Don't let an old injury keep you from enjoying races, morning runs, or attaining fitness goals. In the first
part of Healthy Running Step by Step, authors Robert Forster, PT and Roy M. Wallack recommend the
best training based on your fitness goals, including strength training, cross training, sprints, yoga, and
rest. Part two goes a step further from other books by addressing the most modern methods of
treatment—including current studies on the amount of rest required, new and controversial surgical
operations and injections, the newest and most effective gear, and barefoot/minimalist running as a form
of healing. If you are recovering from an injury or want to prevent becoming injured in the first place,
Healthy Running Step by Step is a must-have guide.

Low-Mileage Running
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Learn how to run faster, unlock your potential, and reach peak performance with training advice from a
former Olympic trials marathoner and coach to Olympians like Dathan Ritzenhein. Hudson is the most
innovative running coach to come along in a generation. Until now, only a handful of elite athletes have
been able to benefit from his methods. Now Run Faster from the 5K to the Marathon shows all runners
how to coach themselves as confidently and effectively as Brad coaches his world-class athletes.
Becoming your own best coach is the ticket to running faster at any distance. First you will learn to
assess your abilities. Then you’ll learn how to devise a training program specifically geared to you.
Filled with easy-to-follow sample training programs for distances ranging from the 5K to the marathon
and abilities ranging from novice to advanced, Run Faster is the cutting-edge guide for optimal
performance. With Hudson’s guidance, you can train smarter and more effectively—and avoid injury.
And you’ll soon be running faster than you ever thought possible!

Running Injury-free
The last word on preventing and treating running injuries-from the magazine known the world over as
the most reliable and authoritative source of running know-how The world of running-and running
injury prevention-has evolved greatly in the last decade. New thinking on injury and recovery suggests
that runners can continue to train while injured. And alternative practices-such as acupuncture,
chiropractic, and massage-are now virtually mainstream and an essential part of any runner's injury
arsenal. Not only is the sport dramatically more popular, but women runners and beginning runners-who
are a large part of the growth-have very different needs in the areas of injury and health that have not
been covered adequately in previous books. Research in sports medicine also has advanced. All this-and
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much more--is covered in Runner's World Guide to Injury Prevention, making it the best, most
authoritative guide in the field. Here you'll find: - The most important stretches for runners-and why you
should not stretch an injured muscle - How (and why) to change your biomechanics and stride length How to incorporate cross-training to prevent and heal injury - The most important strength-training
exercises for runners - How to cope with the mental side of injury - Special concerns for young runners,
women, and older Runners - The newest thinking in hydration Beginners and veterans alike will benefit
from this expert guidance from the cutting edge of sports medicine and science.

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Running Injury-Free
Running can help you lose weight, create a healthy body image, and boost your self-esteem. No matter
your fitness level, you too can enjoy the benefits of this sport! With this book, you'll gain the knowledge
and tools you need to run a 10K, a marathon, or just a lap around the block! The new edition includes:
Cutting-edge information on hugely influential trends in natural running, including ChiRunning,
barefoot running, and cross-training with yoga and meditation Information on how to select the right
gear and manage your nutrition, including details on new diets favored by endurance athletes A
dedicated section on running for women, including specific nutritional and physical concerns Whether
you're a beginner or a seasoned veteran, this book has everything you need to maximize your running
potential--from start to finish!

Running Free of Injuries
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From a two-time Olympic coach and creator of the Pose Method who has trained the running elite, an
essential guide for all runners seeking to go faster and farther without injury Christopher McDougall’s
Born to Run—and the wildly popular natural running trend it sparked—changed the way we think about
running, but it has also prompted many questions: Have we been running the wrong way? And, have we
been running in the wrong kind of shoe? What is the safest type of foot strike? How many types are
there? And what is a foot strike anyway? No existing guide has clearly addressed these concerns—until
now. The Running Revolution provides both beginning and experienced runners with everything they
need to know in order to safely and efficiently transition to and master a safer and more biomechanically
efficient way of running that is guaranteed to improve performance and minimize wear and tear on the
body. More than a one-size-fits-all guide, The Running Revolution provides readers with clear
instructions, complete with helpful illustrations, that they can easily integrate into their unique running
histories in order to run safely, intelligently, and efficiently for many years to come. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

ChiWalking
Low-mileage running is a short guide to running faster and injury free. It focuses on avoiding injury
while optimizing your training. It provides practical training advice, workouts, and sample training plans
for the 5K to the marathon.

Older Yet Faster
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Step into Dr. Jordan Metzl's office if you want to run faster, stronger, and pain-free. Whether you're a
new runner training for your first race or an experienced marathoner, this cutting-edge book will keep
you on the road and running faster. With comprehensive, illustrated information on running health and
injury prevention, this book includes access to videos addressing such issues as shin splints, plantar
fasciitis, stress fractures, and runner's knee. Not only will runners be able to read about how they can
treat and prevent hundreds of medical and nutritional issues, but they'll also be able to walk into a toplevel video consultation 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, from anywhere in the world!

Runner's World Guide to Injury Prevention
For Runners Who Want to Stay Healthy All Season In Runner's Fix, physical therapist Mike Swinger
dives deep into each part of a runner's body to explain why injuries occur and how to keep your body
tuned up so injuries do not happen. How do you figure out the exercises that will give you the best return
for your time? Look no further than these pages as Mike explains the physiology of injuries in an easy-toread way, and how each body part is connected to the rest. Use the exercises he describes with photos
and clear instructions to keep your running body sharp and ready to hammer your next workout. Let
Runner's Fix help you connect the dots on your journey to becoming a better runner! "Mike Swinger's
book is a 'must-have guide' for those dealing with an injury or pain, whether they are an athlete, coach,
or weekend warrior. I wish I would have had this book a long time ago. Keep it handy, you'll be glad
you did." -John Lober, Traverse City Central Boys Track & Field Coach "Mike is a phenomenal
physical therapist. His approach to injuries is different than most, as he looks at the body in its entirety
to determine the root cause. This book provides a special opportunity for a glimpse into Mike's injury
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prevention and treatment methods. Any runner, from beginner to elite, should take advantage of the
valuable information contained within!" -Caleb Rhynard, 3x NCAA Division 1 All-American, Michigan
State University Mike Swinger is a physical therapist in Leelanau County, Michigan. He has worked
closely with runners of all ages and abilities, ranging from first-time 5K runners to collegiate AllAmericans, Boston qualifiers, and Ironman competitors, helping them stay injury-free.

The Everything Running Book
We were not born to run. If we were, injury rates among runners wouldn't be so high. Of the 12 million
runners in the United States, the annual injury rate is close to 50%. This translates into nearly 2 million
stress fractures and 4 million sprains/strains. To run injury-free for decades, you have to be strong,
coordinated and most of all, well informed. While various experts will give you advice based on
anecdotal information (e.g., wear minimalist shoes, strike on your midfoot, and never stretch), this book
reviews the scientific literature to show you how to: Develop a running form based on your alignment,
prior injuries, and desired running speed. Design a personalized rehab program you can do at home by
evaluating your arch height, flexibility, strength, and coordination. Choose a running shoe that is right
for you. Select the best preexercise warm-up routine. Treat 25 of the most common running-related
injuries with the most up-to-date, scientifically justified treatment prototocols available.

The Big Book of Endurance Training and Racing
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Inspiration and practical tips for runners who prioritize enjoyment over pace and embrace their place as
an "average" runner In her first book, popular runner blogger Amanda Brooks lays out the path to
finding greater fulfillment in running for those who consider themselves "middle of the pack runners" -they're not trying to win Boston (or even qualify for Boston); they just want to get strong and stay injuryfree so they can continue to enjoy running. Run to the Finish is not your typical running book. While it
is filled with useful strategic training advice throughout, at its core, it is about embracing your place in
the middle of the pack with humor and learning to love the run you've got without comparing yourself to
other runners. Mixing practical advice like understanding the discomfort vs. pain, the mental side of
running, and movements to treat the most common injuries with more playful elements such as "Favorite
hilarious marathon signs" and "Weird Thoughts We all Have at the Start Line," Brooks is the down-toearth, inspiring guide for everyone who wants to be happier with their run.

The Anatomy of Sports Injuries, Second Edition
117 marathons, 52 days, 32 pairs of shoes, 57 years old: A fascinating glimpse inside the mind of an
ultramarathon runner and the inspirational saga of his phenomenal journey running across America. The
ultimate endurance athlete, Marshall Ulrich has run more than 100 foot races averaging over 100 miles
each, completed 12 expedition-length adventure races, and ascended the Seven Summits - including
Mount Everest - all on his first attempt. Yet his run from California to New York- the equivalent of
running two marathons and a 10K every day for nearly two months straight - proved to be his most
challenging effort yet. Featured in the recent documentary film, Running America, Ulrich clocked the
3rd fastest transcontinental crossing to date and set new records in multiple divisions. In Running on
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Empty, he shares the gritty backstory, including brushes with death, run-ins with the police, and the
excruciating punishments he endured at the mercy of his maxed-out body. Ulrich also reached back
nearly 30 years to when the death of the woman he loved drove him to begin running - and his dawning
realization that he felt truly alive only when pushed to the limits. Filled with mind-blowing stories from
the road and his sensational career, Ulrich's memoir imbues an incredible read with a universal message
for athletes and nonathletes alike: face the toughest challenges, overcome debilitating setbacks, and find
deep fulfillment in something greater than achievement Watch a Video
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